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How does dual wield work?How does dual wield work?

When a Hero equips two one-handed weapons, 
simply add the damage of the two weapons to 
calculate your total damage. If one or more one-
handed Artifacts are equipped, also add the attack 
modifiers to calculate your total Attack Power.

When I cast a Spell that includes an attack, does When I cast a Spell that includes an attack, does 
my weapon add its damage/attack modifier on the my weapon add its damage/attack modifier on the 

casting?casting?

Yes. Any weapon you have equipped will add 
damage when you calculate the total damage of a 
Spell. Same for the attack modifier if the weapon 
equipped is an Artifact.

Are staffs melee or ranged weapons?Are staffs melee or ranged weapons?

All staffs are considered ranged weapons and thus 
have a range of 5 hexes.

Can units move through other units?Can units move through other units?

A hero can move through an allied hero but not 
through an enemy hero or monster.

The Enslave ability states that the enslaved hero, The Enslave ability states that the enslaved hero, 
on their turn, will attack the closest ally for 1D4 on their turn, will attack the closest ally for 1D4 

damage. How is this attack be resolved?damage. How is this attack be resolved?

A hero resolving the Enslave ability will make a 
normal attack by playing a Power Card from their 
hand to initiate combat. The defender then will 
also play a Power Card to defend. If the attack is 
successful, the attacker rolls a D4 and the result is 
the final Damage this attack deals. Do not adjust it 
with weapon modifiers.

The Pain Anchor ability says “until they‘re wounded.” The Pain Anchor ability says “until they‘re wounded.” 
What does that mean exactly?What does that mean exactly?

It means until the next time the Heroes take any 
amount of damage.
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There are some Skills that allow a hero to generate a There are some Skills that allow a hero to generate a 
Mana Crystal. Can a hero place the new Mana Crystal in Mana Crystal. Can a hero place the new Mana Crystal in 

the same ability that generated it?the same ability that generated it?

Yes. There is no restriction as to on which Skill you place 
a Mana Crystal. For example, the Skill “PANACEA” heals 2 
damage and generates a Mana Crystal. If Aer wants, she 
can place it back onto the “PANACEA” Skill so she is able to 
use it again next turn.

The Skill “RESONATING SCALES” allows me to gain The Skill “RESONATING SCALES” allows me to gain 
protection from Light, Void, Fire, and Ice when I am protection from Light, Void, Fire, and Ice when I am 

attacked. If I take damage without being attacked (i.e. attacked. If I take damage without being attacked (i.e. 
from a ritual), can I still use it?from a ritual), can I still use it?

Yes. All Skills with the Defend keyword on the Hero 
Mat can be used whenever the hero is about to take 
damage.

If I use the Skill “SUNDER ARMOR” to disable my If I use the Skill “SUNDER ARMOR” to disable my 
opponent’s armor and shield, do their armor or shield still opponent’s armor and shield, do their armor or shield still 
protect them from “SUNDER ARMOR?” If that’s the case, protect them from “SUNDER ARMOR?” If that’s the case, 

isn’t it useless if Garav plays last?isn’t it useless if Garav plays last?

Yes, the effect of “SUNDER ARMOR” takes place after 
damage is applied. If Garav is last, then this skill does 
nothing.

During the resolution of the “CRIMSON OFFERING” Skill, During the resolution of the “CRIMSON OFFERING” Skill, 
who has the final say about how much damage will be who has the final say about how much damage will be 

dealt/healing received?dealt/healing received?

Since the hero receiving the damage must be willing, 
they choose how much damage they will take to heal 
Sauth.

Can Skills that target or benefit an “Allied Hero” also Can Skills that target or benefit an “Allied Hero” also 
target the hero using the Skill?target the hero using the Skill?

No, unless the Skill specifically states otherwise. 

 Can I place a Ritual Token in such a way that it overlaps  Can I place a Ritual Token in such a way that it overlaps 
another Ritual Token at all?another Ritual Token at all?

No. Ritual Tokens cannot overlap one another under any 
circumstances.
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Do I need to spend two Movement to step out of Do I need to spend two Movement to step out of 
the Death Swamp Ritual?the Death Swamp Ritual?

Not unless you are stepping in another Death Swamp 
hex. The extra movement tax is only needed when a 
Hero enters a Death Swamp hex, not when moving 
out of it.

Some Power Cards can destroy Items. If an Item is Some Power Cards can destroy Items. If an Item is 
flipped face-down from a previous Power or Skill, flipped face-down from a previous Power or Skill, 

can it still be destroyed?can it still be destroyed?

Yes. It can always be the target of any Power.

 How much gold do players start with? How much gold do players start with?

Each player starts the game with three gold.

Do allies block line of sight for the purpose of Do allies block line of sight for the purpose of 
ranged attacks?ranged attacks?

No. Neither enemies nor allies block line of sight.

To gain a Power Card from a Quest Location, does To gain a Power Card from a Quest Location, does 
the hero’s alignment have to match the Power the hero’s alignment have to match the Power 

Card’s?Card’s?

Definitely not. There is no restriction at all as to which 
hero you place on a location.

 If an Area of Effect Spell affects more than one hero I  If an Area of Effect Spell affects more than one hero I 
control, do I need to use one card to defend each hero? If control, do I need to use one card to defend each hero? If 
so, what happens if my last two cards go to my discard so, what happens if my last two cards go to my discard 
pile at the same time—how many cards do I get back to pile at the same time—how many cards do I get back to 

my hand?my hand?

Yes, you need to use one card per hero. When all 
your Power Cards are in your discard pile, you always 
return five of them to your hand, and the last card to 
be placed in your discard pile stays there. 
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If a hero goes to the Cathedral, does the mana gem go If a hero goes to the Cathedral, does the mana gem go 
directly onto that hero’s Skills or does it go to the player’s directly onto that hero’s Skills or does it go to the player’s 

supply?supply?

It goes into the player’s supply.

During the Ranking, what happens when two heroes During the Ranking, what happens when two heroes 
have the exact same amount of gold on them. Who have the exact same amount of gold on them. Who 

goes first?goes first?

Most ties in Theosis are resolved by initiative order. 
When two or more heroes have the same amount of 
gold, they are placed in the Ranking in order of initiative.

Some items have a poison-like symbol on the left Some items have a poison-like symbol on the left 
bottom corner. What is it for?bottom corner. What is it for?

See page 24: the slaying icon inflicts double weapon 
damage to monsters.

Do Spells have a range of five hexes like ranged attacks?Do Spells have a range of five hexes like ranged attacks?

No. Spells have an unlimited range.

Can Sauth’s Stealth skill be used in response to being Can Sauth’s Stealth skill be used in response to being 
attacked?attacked?

No, it can only be done on her turn, not in response to 
other actions.

If you are dual wielding and your two weapons have If you are dual wielding and your two weapons have 
different elemental damage, which type of damage is different elemental damage, which type of damage is 

applied?applied?

You inflict both types of damage separately—each weapon 
deals the amount and type of damage listed on it. You 
get to select which type of damage is the remainder of 
the Attack Value – Defense Value.
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Page 3 Page 3 

Metallic marker should be replaced with “Initiative 
Marker”.

Page 4Page 4

Under “SETTING UP THE HIEROPOLIS BOARD” the first 
two sentences should read:
 “Place the three translucent white Alignment cubes 
on the 0 position of each Alignment Track at the 
Quest Locations. Heroes assigned to Quests will 
steer the markers left or right towards the Alignment 
they were placed.”

Under “ARTIFACTS, WEAPONS AND ARMORS” replace 
the text with the following:
“Shuffle the Artifacts and randomly select six of 
them to place face-down on the Artifact Locations 
then put the rest in the pouch. Artifacts have a 
darker color than weapons and Armor. Shuffle the 
Weapon and Armor tokens and randomly select six 
of them to place face down on the Market Location 
then put the rest in the pouch. You will draw from 
the pouch whenever you need to refill the Market.”

Page 4Page 4

Under “ORDER OF POWERS” add the following 
sentence in the end of the section: 

“If you are playing with the Expansion cards optional 
rule then place each Expansion Power card on top 
of the Power Card with the same Attack/Defense 
values on the corresponding Alignment pile of cards. 
When the Expansion Power card is revealed then 
the Player who places his Hero on the corresponding 
Quest Location has the option to take either the 
basic or the expansion card. Remove the card that 
was not selected from the game.

Example: At the beginning of the second round on 
the Righteous Quest there will be the Force Sunder 
Power card on top of the card pile. The first player 
places a Hero on that Quest Location can now choose 
to acquire either the Force Sunder card or the Nova 
card which is the next on the pile. He chooses Force 
Sunder and removes Nova from the game.

Tip: Consider placing the Expansion card face-down 
in the pile. This way you won’t have to remember 
which the Expansion cards are, simply place the 
face-down card next to the pile face-up to reveal 
both active choices.
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Page 5Page 5

Under “SETTING UP THE ARENA BOARD” add the 
following sentence at the beginning: 
“When the Preparation Phase is over, place the Initiative 
marker…”

At the end of the second sentence add the following: 
“…Hero Ranking based on their Alignment bonus and 
distributed gold. (See page 13)”
Finally replace the last sentence with: “See more about 
Hero Placement at page 14”

The “TURN TOKEN” indication must be replaced with 
“TURN MARKER”-Under “WINNING THE GAME” the second 
sentence should read: 
“If the only alive Heroes are controlled by you or your 
team you win the Arena contest and ascend to 
Godhood!”

Also, the last sentence should read: 
“If at the end of the ninth round, more than one player’s 
Heroes remain standing and no one is standing at the 
center Hex of the Arena, then the game is a tie and 
there is no winner.” 

Page 6Page 6

Under “HERO DETAILS” add the following sentence at the 
end of the paragraph: 
“All Players start with 3 Gold pieces.”

Under “SKILLS” remove the last sentence of the section.

Page 7Page 7

Under “POWER CONTROL” Replace the first sentence 
with the following: 

“Powers are obtained when your first Hero is placed on 
the golden slot of any Quest Location”

Page 8Page 8

After “TWO-HANDED WEAPON RESTRICTIONS” the 
following section should be added:

“DUAL WIELDING
When a Hero has two One-handed Weapons equipped 
he adds the damage of the two weapons to determine 
the total Damage output of his Attack. If two Artifacts 
are equipped he also adds the Attack Modifier of each 
weapon”

Page 9Page 9

Under “ALIGNMENT” replace the phrase “opposite 
Alignments” with “both sides of an Alignment Track”.

Page 10Page 10

Under “ASSIGNING HEROES TO LOCATIONS” replace 
the first sentence of the second paragraph with the 
following:
“When allocating your first Hero, you must choose 
one of the golden slots in the Quest Locations in 
order to gain a Power. You will use these Power 
cards to form your Power deck for the Arena phase 
combat.” 
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Page 14Page 14

-Under “ENTERING THE ARENA” the paragraph has 
been changed to:

 “After generating the Heroes’ Ranking, the players 
place their heroes on the designated triads of 
starting hexes (noted with a dot). Each triad of hexes 
can only hold Heroes belonging to the same player. 
The Heroes are placed on the arena with Ascending 
Ranking order. Thus the Hero with the lowest ranking 
is placed first until all Heroes have been placed.
 Heroes standing on the starting triads of Hexes 
during turn 1 cannot be harmed by any Rituals, Skills 
or Powers that have an Area of Effect (no Negative 
Tokens are received and no Damage is dealt)”

Page 36Page 36

Under “GURTH THE NEFARIOUS DEATHKNIGHT” replace 
the subtitle “THE DEVOTEE OF THE SUN” with “THE 
DEVOTEE OF DARKNESS”.

The correct name of the first Hero is “SAUTH” and not 
“SOUTH”

Under the “CRIMSON OFFERING” ability explanation add 
the following sentence at the end: 
“The ally Hero must be willing and the damage cannot 
reduce him to lower than 1 hp.”

Page 37Page 37

At the description of the Skill “NATURE’S GRACE” replace 
the word “direct” with the word “directly”.

Page 16Page 16

At the end of the first paragraph add the following: 

“Curses and simple Power card Texts may be 
activated by the defender if they meet the criteria 
required. Card Texts can be activated when their 
trigger happens (most often when they are revealed 
or when an attack “hits”).

Under “TO CALCULATE THE TOTAL ATTACK VALUE, 
ADD: ”replace the word “Skills” with the word “Skill” 

Page 19Page 19

At the end of the first section right before the 
Example starts add the following sentence:
“Some skills have effects that trigger while defending 
rather than when attacking.”

Page 20Page 20

The first paragraph is changed to the following:
“A game of Theosis can be played in many ways; 
you can play against your friends in team fights or 
free for all or in solo and co-op modes where you 
fight against monsters.

In the later the Heroes goal is to defeat the opposing 
Monsters before the ninth Arena round ends. If by 
that time any monster is still alive the Players lose.

Page 34Page 34

At the description of the Skill “BLACKOUT” replace 
the last sentence with the following: 
“When that hero’s turn comes he simply flips their 
ranking token face-up and does nothing else in his 
turn.”

At the description of the Skill “UNEARTHLY BEAUTY” 
and “CHOCKING” the first part of the second sentence 
should read: 
“You must spend a Power Card, but…” instead of “You 
may spend a Power Card, but…”
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Page 38Page 38

At the description of the Power card “WARCRAFT” the 
picture should be of the card “WARCRAFT” and not of the 
“GUARDIAN ANGEL”, also the first sentence should read: 
“If your Attack was successful, the target switches places 
on the Ranking Track with the Hero one slot below him.”

At the description of the Power card “SPELL WARD” 
change the word “targeted” with the word “affected”.

Page 45Page 45

Under the “GUARDIAN ANGEL” Ritual description the last 
sentence should read: 
“Any Hero occupying one of the other six Hexes, heals two 
Damage at the end of their
Turn as longs the Hero has at least one Health.”

Under the “WALL OF FIRE” Ritual description replace the 
last sentence with the following:
“Every time a Hero steps onto a Hex with a Wall of Fire 
or start their turn there, they immediately suffer this 
Damage.”

Page 47Page 47

Page 40Page 40

On the Image of the “CONFUSION” Power card the attack 
value is 2 instead of 4.

Page 44Page 44

Under “PLACING RITUALS” add the following sentence at 
the end of the paragraph: 
“Finally, you cannot place a Ritual token in a way that it 
overlaps another Ritual token.”

-The description of the “PANDEMONIUM” Power card has 
been changed to the following: 
“All Heroes receive Damage equal to the total Damage 
bonus of the weapons they have equipped. Resistance 
and Protection do not reduce this damage.”

-Next to the “GAIAS ENSCUTCHEON” description there 
should be an image of the that card and not of “THALASSIC 
FAVOUR”


